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This book opens up a fruitful conversation by and between invited
academics from Europe and Latin America on the features of online
learning in higher education. The authors analyse online education
from interdisciplinary theoretical and empirical reflections to reveal the
existing tensions and turning this book into a valuable artifact on how
learning is shaped when technology comes in-between diverse
geographical and social contexts. Like any other human activity, e-
learning can be seen as a context-dependent educational system with
many objects in mutual interaction. Applying a cultural psychology
perspective to this provides new answers to questions such as: How can
cultural psychology shed new light on online learning? Why do students
and academics still opt for classic classes? What inner boundaries are
pushed when studying online? How can online learning be influenced
by affect? How do teachers and students mold their identities when
they move in and out of online environments? This book reveals the
existing tensions, resistances and appropriation strategies that
students and academics from diverse backgrounds and places go
through when attending online learning courses in higher education
and furthermore shows how these theoretical frameworks can be
successfully applied to practice. .


